
TrainACE Adds a New Resource for Cyber
Security Professionals, Honey Potting Video

A Cyber Security Training Leader

TrainACE expands their cyber security free resources with a
highly requested in-depth video on honey farming.

ASHBURN, VA, June 12, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ --
TrainACE, and their brand, Advanced Security, is a
progressive IT and cyber security training organization that
consistently develops and publishes free resources to their
following. The most recent addition to this free resource list is a video made from a free event they
held in April. The video is based on a demonstration and lecture from the event, which is entitled
“Honey Pots, Honey Nets and Honey Farms.” 

TrainACE’s free cyber security learning resources have expanded over the years and now include free
events, webinars, videos, white papers and more. The Honey Potting video was taken from their free
event which they call “Hacker’s Breakfast.” At that event, they bring in Subject Matter Experts to
discuss and demonstrate skills sets which center around hot current topics in cyber security. The
Honey Pot video was performed by Timber Wolfe, a noted expert in the field. The feedback from the
attendees at the event was so strong that TrainACE decided to make the video available to the
general public. 

The Honey Potting free video is available for download to anyone who would like to view it. The video
runs almost an hour and does get quite in depth on the subject. It is recommended for cyber security
and IT professionals with at least some security experience. TrainACE will also be running a full
version, 5 day Honey Pot, Honey Net and Honey Farming class later in 2013, which will also be taught
by Timber Wolfe.

For more information on the Honey Netting class visit TrainACE’s website. Follow this link to download
the Honey Pot free video.

TrainACE is an aggressively progressive cyber security training company since 2001 and consistently
offers bleeding edge courses in some of the hottest technology fields. Follow their two Twitter
accounts @TrainACE and @pentesttraining to stay updated on breaking IT and cyber security news,
classes, resources and information.
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